2022 BLACK HISTORY MONTH READ-IN

Stay in and read in with us!

Click here to view an audiobook version of this reading list.

NOTE: 3 of the 20 books are not available in audio.

ADULTS

God of Mercy
Fiction by Okezie Nwoka

Seven Days in June
Fiction by Tia Williams

Something Good
Fiction by Vanessa Miller

Black Food: Stories, Art, and Recipes from Across the African Diaspora
[ A Cookbook ]
Nonfiction by Bryant Terry

The 1619 Project: A New Origin Story
Nonfiction by Nikole Hannah-Jones

YOUNG ADULT

Blackout
Fiction by Multiple authors

Early Departures
Fiction by Justin A. Reynolds

Things We Couldn’t Say
Fiction by Jay Coles

Within These Wicked Walls
Fiction by Lauren Blackwood

Revolution in Our Time:
The Black Panther Party’s Promise to the People
Nonfiction by Kekla Magoon

MIDDLE GRADE

Black Boy Joy: 17 Stories Celebrating Black Boyhood
Fiction by Kwame Mbalia

Genesis Begins Again
Fiction by Alicia D. Williams

J.D. and the Family Business (J.D. the Kid Barber)
Fiction by J. Dillard

Take Back the Block
Fiction by Chrystal D. Giles

Bee Fearless:
Dream Like a Kid
Nonfiction by Mikaila Ulmer

PICTURE BOOK

Better Together, Cinderella
Fiction by Ashley Franklin

Dream Street
Fiction by Tricia Elam Walker

I Am Every Good Thing
Fiction by Derrick Barnes

M Is for Melanin:
A Celebration of the Black Child
Nonfiction by Tiffany Rose

The 1619 Project: Born on the Water
Nonfiction by Nikole Hannah-Jones & Renée Watson

Sponsors